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Chiclet is a 36” antiqued brass plated necklace with multi-color acrylics that kind of look like Chiclets
gum, hence the name.  It has a 4” removable extender, which I’ve removed for today’s demo, and
double lobster claws. I love it coming into the fall season because it has all the colors we usually
associate with fall. It’s perfect for those of you that love the natural stone look. What I really love about
it, and the reason I’ll be wearing it year long, is that it has tons of versatility!
1. First of all, you can wear it long. Simple, but chic. And when you wear a necklace long, it draws
the eye of the viewer up and down, giving YOU the illusion of being taller and thinner!
2. Want a little more pizazz? Frame it with our Wild at Heart necklace.
3. Want to make a real statement and lose weight at the same time? Grab our $12 brass Clip-It,
double both, clip, and voila! When you make a statement up here, everyone’s eyes are drawn
up toward your lips…and not to your hips!
4. Another way to make a statement is to open the Chiclet back up, add the removable chain from
our Kaleidoscope necklace, close it with the magnetic closure, put the blingy part in the back,
and add my top selling Double Take pendant. Obviously, we’ll want to use the orange and gold
side for this necklace, but later you’ll see how to wear the blue and silver side. Here you have
another example of framing one necklace with another.
5. Or, just double the Chiclet using the Clip It so both pieces are the same length, and add the
Double Take pendant to one or both strands. What’s great about our pendants is that most
have a magnetic clasp so they open up wide to fit on a chunky necklace.
6. You can even wear the Chiclet as a super cute bracelet…an arm party with just one piece!
7. Want to be really creative? Wear Chiclet as a headband. You can do this easily because of the
double lobster claws. Cute, unique headbands are a fun way to get noticed!
8. Take our top selling Papaya necklace and simply lay the Chiclet on top. Cute, huh?
9. Another way to lose weight with jewelry is to turn a necklace into a Y, for a stylish…and
slimming…look. Bring the two ends to the front and attach the lobster claw anywhere along the
necklace, letting part of it hang. If the Y is too long, just pull up the hanging piece and attach it
close to the other lobster claw.
10. I’m going to move the Y to the back so that my necklace is a little shorter because I don’t want
to extend below the waistline of Mandy’s dress. Either tuck it in your clothing, or let it show!
Add the Double Take pendant. Wearing pendants long is a popular look right now.
There are lots of different earring choices that look great with the Chiclet: Goldie Luxe, Jane, Hoop It Up,
Old World, or CeCe. A few ring choices are the top selling Jasmine and the brand new Laurel and CeCe.
Very on trend in jewelry at the moment is to mix metals with leather. On this arm I’ve created an arm
party with 3 of our brand new bracelets: the reversible Desert Diva, the Kenzie, and the Confections
bracelets. By the way, the Desert Diva also makes a really cute headband! On the other arm, I have the
Illusion and Chevron bracelets.
See why I love this necklace so much? It is soooo versatile and super cute! Don’t you think?

